CR-103P (May 2009)

RULE-MAKING ORDER

(Implements RCW 34.05.360)

Agency: Washington State Liquor and Cannabis Board
.
Effective date of rule:
Permanent Rules
31 days after filing.
Other (specify)
(If less than 31 days after filing, a specific finding under RCW 34.05.380(3) is required and should be

Permanent Rule Only

stated below)

Any other findings required by other provisions of law as precondition to adoption or effectiveness of rule?
Yes
No
If Yes, explain:

Purpose: Rule changes are needed to implement changes to marijuana laws passed during the 2016 Legislative Session.
Specifically, the WSLCB is amending rules relating to the following measures passed by the Legislature:
- HB 2520, Concerning the sale of marijuana to regulated cooperatives (SL 2016 c 170)
- HB 2521, Allowing for the proper disposal of unsellable marijuana by a licensed marijuana retail outlet (SL 2016 c
171)
Changes to rules include adjustments to accommodate and provide requirements and direction for cooperative members
purchasing plants from licensed producers and to allow licensed retailers to dispose of marijuana products so long as
retailers follow the disposal requirements for other marijuana licensees.
Citation of existing rules affected by this order:
Repealed:
Amended:
WAC 314-55-075, 314-55-079, and 314-55-410
Suspended:
Statutory authority for adoption:
RCW 69.50.342, 69.50.345, SL 2016 c 170, SL 2016 c 171, and SL 2016 c 17.
Other authority :
PERMANENT RULE (Including Expedited Rule Making)
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 16-16-051 on July 27, 2016 (date).
Describe any changes other than editing from proposed to adopted version: None

If a preliminary cost-benefit analysis was prepared under RCW 34.05.328, a final cost-benefit analysis is available by
contacting:
Name:
Address:

phone (
fax
(
e-mail

)
)

Date adopted: September 21, 2016
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Jane Rushford
SIGNATURE
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Note:

If any category is left blank, it will be calculated as zero.
No descriptive text.

Count by whole WAC sections only, from the WAC number through the history note.
A section may be counted in more than one category.
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3
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___
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3
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The number of sections adopted in order to clarify, streamline, or reform agency procedures:
New

___

Amended
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The number of sections adopted using:
Negotiated rule making:

New
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Pilot rule making:

New
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Other alternative rule making:
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 16-11-110, filed 5/18/16, effective
6/18/16)
WAC 314-55-075 What is a marijuana producer license and what are
the requirements and fees related to a marijuana producer license?
(1)(a) A marijuana producer license allows the licensee to produce,
harvest, trim, dry, cure, and package marijuana into lots for sale at
wholesale to marijuana processor licensees and to other marijuana pro
ducer licensees. A marijuana producer can also produce and sell:
(i) Marijuana plants, seed, and plant tissue culture to other
marijuana producer licensees((.)); and
(ii) Marijuana plants to members of a registered cooperative un
der the conditions provided in WAC 314-55-410.
(b) Marijuana production must take place within a fully enclosed
secure indoor facility or greenhouse with rigid walls, a roof, and
doors. Outdoor production may take place in nonrigid greenhouses, oth
er structures, or an expanse of open or cleared ground fully enclosed
by a physical barrier. To obscure public view of the premises, outdoor
production must be enclosed by a sight obscure wall or fence at least
eight feet high. Outdoor producers must meet security requirements de
scribed in WAC 314-55-083. An outdoor grow must be physically separa
ted at least twenty feet from another licensed outdoor grow. Outdoor
grows cannot share common walls or fences.
(2) The application fee for a marijuana producer license is two
hundred fifty dollars. The applicant is also responsible for paying
the fees required by the approved vendor for fingerprint evaluation.
(3) The annual fee for issuance and renewal of a marijuana pro
ducer license is one thousand dollars. The WSLCB will conduct random
criminal history checks at the time of renewal that will require the
licensee to submit fingerprints for evaluation from the approved ven
dor. The licensee will be responsible for all fees required for the
criminal history checks.
(4) The WSLCB will initially limit the opportunity to apply for a
marijuana producer license to a thirty-day calendar window beginning
with the effective date of this section. In order for a marijuana pro
ducer application license to be considered it must be received no lat
er than thirty days after the effective date of the rules adopted by
the WSLCB. The WSLCB may reopen the marijuana producer application
window after the initial evaluation of the applications received and
at subsequent times when the WSLCB deems necessary.
(5) Any entity and/or principals within any entity are limited to
no more than three marijuana producer licenses.
(6) The maximum amount of space for marijuana production will be
imposed at a later date. Applicants must designate on their operating
plan the size category of the production premises and the amount of
actual square footage in their premises that will be designated as
plant canopy. There are three categories as follows:
(a) Tier 1 – Less than two thousand square feet;
(b) Tier 2 – Two thousand square feet to ten thousand square
feet; and
(c) Tier 3 – Ten thousand square feet to thirty thousand square
feet.
(7) The WSLCB may reduce a licensee's or applicant's square foot
age designated to plant canopy for the following reasons:
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(a) If the amount of square feet of production of all licensees
exceeds the maximum square feet the WSLCB will reduce the allowed
square footage by the same percentage.
(b) If fifty percent production space used for plant canopy in
the licensee's operating plan is not met by the end of the first year
of operation the WSLCB may reduce the tier of licensure.
(8) If the total amount of square feet of marijuana production
exceeds the maximum square feet, the WSLCB reserves the right to re
duce all licensee's production by the same percentage or reduce licen
see production by one or more tiers by the same percentage.
(9) The maximum allowed amount of marijuana on a producer's prem
ises at any time is as follows:
(a) Outdoor or greenhouse grows – One and one-quarter of a year's
harvest; or
(b) Indoor grows – Six months of their annual harvest.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 16-11-110, filed 5/18/16, effective
6/18/16)
WAC 314-55-079 What is a marijuana retailer license and what are
the requirements and fees related to a marijuana retailer license?
(1) A marijuana retailer license allows the licensee to sell only usa
ble marijuana, marijuana concentrates, marijuana-infused products, and
marijuana paraphernalia at retail in retail outlets to persons twentyone years of age and older.
(2) Marijuana-infused products listed in WAC 314-55-077(6) are
prohibited for sale by a marijuana retail licensee.
(3) Internet sales and delivery of product to customers is pro
hibited.
(4) The application fee for a marijuana retailer's license is two
hundred fifty dollars. The applicant is also responsible for paying
the fees required by the approved vendor for fingerprint evaluation.
(5) The annual fee for issuance and renewal of a marijuana re
tailer's license is one thousand dollars. The WSLCB will conduct ran
dom criminal history checks at the time of renewal that will require
the licensee to submit fingerprints for evaluation from the approved
vendor. The licensee will be responsible for all fees required for the
criminal history checks.
(6) Marijuana retailers may not sell marijuana products below the
current acquisition cost.
(7) Marijuana retailer licensees are allowed to have a maximum of
four months of their average inventory on their licensed premises at
any given time.
(8) A marijuana retailer may transport product to other locations
operated by the licensee or to return product to a marijuana processor
as outlined in the transportation rules in WAC 314-55-085.
(9) A marijuana retailer may accept returns of open marijuana
products. Products must be returned in their original packaging with
the lot, batch, or inventory ID number fully legible.
(10) A marijuana retailer may dispose of marijuana products as
provided in WAC 314-55-097. Marijuana retailers must give seventy-two
hours' notice to WSLCB enforcement prior to disposing of marijuana
products.
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 16-11-110, filed 5/18/16, effective
6/18/16)
WAC 314-55-410 Cooperatives. (1) A cooperative may be formed by
qualifying patients and/or designated providers to share responsibili
ty for growing and processing marijuana only for the medical use of
the members of the cooperative. A cooperative must meet the following
criteria:
(a) All cooperative members must be at least twenty-one years of
age. The designated provider of a qualifying patient under twenty-one
years of age may be a member of a cooperative on the qualifying pa
tient's behalf;
(b) All cooperative members must hold valid recognition cards as
defined by RCW 69.51A.010;
(c) No more than four ((members are allowed in)) qualifying pa
tients or designated providers may become members of a cooperative;
(d) ((A member can only belong to)) Qualifying patients or desig
nated providers may only participate in one cooperative;
(e) A cooperative member may only grow plants in the cooperative
and may not grow plants elsewhere;
(f) Cooperative members must participate in growing plants. ((A
monetary contribution or donation is not considered assistance.)) Co
operative members must provide nonmonetary resources and assistance in
order to participate. A monetary contribution or donation is not con
sidered assistance;
(g) Cooperative members may grow up to the total amount of plants
for which each cooperative member is authorized on ((their)) his or
her recognition card((s)). At the location, the qualifying patients or
designated providers may possess the amount of usable marijuana that
can be produced with the number of plants permitted, but no more than
seventy-two ounces;
(h) Cooperative members may not sell, donate, or otherwise pro
vide marijuana, marijuana concentrates, usable marijuana, or other
marijuana-infused products to a person who is not a member of the co
operative;
(i) A cooperative may not be located within a one mile radius of
a marijuana retailer;
(j) A cooperative must be located in the domicile of one of the
cooperative members. Only one cooperative may be located per property
tax parcel; and
(k) To obscure public view of the premises, outdoor marijuana
production must be enclosed by a sight obscure wall or fence at least
eight feet high.
(2) People who wish to form a cooperative must register the loca
tion with the WSLCB. The location registered is the only location
where cooperative members may grow or process marijuana. The following
is required to register a cooperative ((a registered member must)):
(a) Submit a completed Marijuana Cooperative Registration Form;
(b) Submit copies of each ((member's)) person's recognition card
who is seeking to be part of the registered cooperative;
(c) Submit a deed, lease, rental agreement, or other document es
tablishing ownership or control to the property where the cooperative
is to be located. If the property is leased or rented, a sworn state
ment ((of)) from the property owner granting permission to engage in a
cooperative must also be submitted ((and must)) that includes a tele
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phone number and address where the owner can be contacted for verifi
cation;
(d) Submit a sketch outlining the location where the ((medical))
marijuana is planned to be grown.
(3) WSLCB may inspect a cooperative between the hours of 8:00
a.m. and 8:00 p.m. unless otherwise agreed upon by cooperative members
and WSLCB staff.
(4) If a person or persons seeking to register the cooperative
fails to meet the requirements of a registered cooperative as provided
in this section, the WSLCB will deny the cooperative registration.
(5) If the WSLCB finds a registered cooperative violated the re
quirements of this section, the WSLCB will revoke the cooperative's
registration.
(6) A person may request an administrative hearing to contest a
denial of registration or a revocation of a cooperative's registration
under subsections (4) and (5) of this section as provided in chapter
34.05 RCW.
(7) Cooperative members purchasing plants from licensed produc
ers.
(a) Members of a cooperative registered by the WSLCB may purchase
marijuana plants to be grown in the cooperative from a licensed mari
juana producer.
(b) Members of a cooperative who wish to purchase plants from a
licensed producer must:
(i) Provide proof of identification in the form of a state-issued
identification card or other valid government-issued identification, a
valid recognition card, and a copy of the letter from the WSLCB con
firming the person is a member of a registered cooperative;
(ii) Contact a licensed producer they wish to purchase from at
least twenty-four hours in advance of arriving at the licensed produc
er's place of business to ensure the producer has plants available for
sale and to allow for the required waiting period under WAC 314-55-083
to pass prior to physically taking possession of marijuana plants; and
(iii) Personally go to the licensed producer to complete the pur
chase and transfer of any marijuana plants purchased.
(c) The physical transfer of marijuana plants between licensed
producers and members of a cooperative must take place on the premises
of the licensed producer. Deliveries of marijuana plants by a licensed
producer to members of a cooperative are prohibited.
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